An algorithm for extracting maximum cardinality subsets with perfect dominance or anti-Robinson structures.
A common criterion for seriation of asymmetric matrices is the maximization of the dominance index, which sums the elements above the main diagonal of a reordered matrix. Similarly, a popular seriation criterion for symmetric matrices is the maximization of an anti-Robinson gradient index, which is associated with the patterning of elements in the rows and columns of a reordered matrix. Although perfect dominance and perfect anti-Robinson structure are rarely achievable for empirical matrices, we can often identify a sizable subset of objects for which a perfect structure is realized. We present and demonstrate an algorithm for obtaining a maximum cardinality (i.e. the largest number of objects) subset of objects such that the seriation of the proximity matrix corresponding to the subset will have perfect structure. MATLAB implementations of the algorithm are available for dominance, anti-Robinson and strongly anti-Robinson structures.